
As a standalone system
Store patient-record-related documents that reside outside of the EMR and allow authorized 

staff to securely access and share protected patient information while offsite. This can be 

especially handy for home health, hospice and other post-acute care organizations.

For secure one-way external communication
Use ShareBase to share confidential documentation with financial institutions, insurance 

companies and attorneys. Whether sending protected health information or a refinancing 

application, ShareBase easily replaces a SFTP portal for these one-way large shares.

To manage contract revisions
Leverage ShareBase to complement contract management tasks – like securing external 

redlines. This enhancement to the OnBase Contract Management solution not only adds a level 

of security, but also significantly speeds up contract proceedings compared to exchanging 

emails for redlines.

For sending large-sized files
Have a document too large to send via email? Rather than breaking the files up into smaller 

batches to fit email limitations, send large files to clinicians and providers with ShareBase.

To collaborate on clinical trial documentation
Capture, store and share clinical trial information—whether an image captured in the field 

with a mobile device or data saved in a spreadsheet—and use ShareBase to collaborate on 

clinical reports.

For sharing board meeting minutes and other official communication
ShareBase has a number of internal applications for sending internal communications to board 

members, foundations and other hospital associations with ShareBase to ensure controlled, 

secure delivery.  

For more information visit ShareBase.com »

Explore the many use cases for ShareBase, Hyland’s cloud-based, secure file sharing and 

collaboration application.

A number of healthcare organizations just like yours use ShareBase to control how they securely 

share sensitive information. Take a look at these real-world applications for inspiration on the 

many ways you can use ShareBase, too. 
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